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Abstract-Nonlinear equations of on&velocity bubble hydrodynamics are obtained within the 
framework of a general hydrodynamic description of condensed systems. The equations are valid for 
an arbitrary density of bubbles and do not contain description of movement of an isolated bubble, 
as is customary in traditional approaches. Small harmonic oscillations of the bubble medium are 
investigated. Existence of two longitudinal wave8 is shown, and the character of their dispersion and 
attenuation is investigated. The approach proposed is basically new, and the equations of motion 
differ fundamentally from the equations obtained by the method of averaging. The spectrum of one 
of the waves in a particular case coincides with the wave spectrum of the known theories which hold 
true for systems with small density of bubbles. 
Keywords-Onevelocity bubble hydrodynamics, Oscillations of the bubble medium. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Construction of mathematical models for the movement of bubble liquids is of special interest, 
owing to wide possibilities of technological applications of such systems. In particular, bubble 
media are actively used in the processes of purification of melts by the passage of insoluble gas 
bubbles through them. Mathematical modeling of such processes is, first of all, construction, 
investigation and also subsequent numerical analysis of the corresponding system of differential 
equations describing the movement of bubble liquid with sufficiently high density of bubbles. 
The present-day description of such processes is, as a rule, limited to systems with low density of 
bubbles, and in this case simplified procedures extending the hydrodynamic description to bubble 
media are used. The simplified procedures of description differ from the general hydrodynamic 
description of condensed media and do not make it possible to introduce into consideration 
additional degrees of freedom in a controllable way [1,2]. It is clear that complete description of 
such systems requires a consistent twevelocity approach. In the present paper, a one-velocity 
theory will be formulated as a preliminary result. Elements of its description will then be extended 
to a two-velocity model. The work originated in connection with the modeling of technological 
purification processes of smelts and is a basis for the consideration of multicomponent systems. 
The paper describes a construction of hydrodynamic model of bubble liquid under simplifying 
assumptions of the system. Bubbles are believed to be insoluble in the liquid. The effects 
occurring at the interface between a bubble and the liquid and the kinetics of bubble merging are 
excluded from consideration. Besides, we assume that bubbles are the same size. The first two 
simplifications can be taken into account, which leads to more cumbersome formulae, but is of no 
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fundamental importance. The kinetics of bubble merging and taking account of the distribution 
of bubbles in accordance with their sizes requires modernization of the approach, which will be 
described below. It should be noted that the technological processes of purification of smelts 
are accompanied by rather high content of bubbles per unit volume of the medium, the sizes of 
bubbles in an isolated medium element differing little from each other. The general method of 
hydrodynamic description of condensed systems is applied for the construction of the model. 
The hydrodynamic description for condensed systems is divided into two stages. At the first 
stage, an ideal model is formulated. The ideal model introduces into consideration the continual 
description of movement of adiabatically isolated liquid particles of the bubble medium. Such 
model is called ideal hydrodynamics corresponding to the system being considered. The laws of 
mass, bubble number, impulse, entropy, and energy conservation are assumed to be obeyed for 
the construction of the ideal model of one-velocity bubble liquid 
%J z+divj=O, g + divD = 0, $ + &II& = 0, 
dS - at +divF=O, 
dE 
at 
+ divQ = 0. 
(1) 
Here p, J, j, S, E are mass densities of the bubble medium, bubbles, impulse, entropy, energy; 
l&k, D, F, Q are unknown flows; & E & (k = 1,2,3). 
The requirement of Galilei invariance of equations (1) is the second postulate for the construc- 
tion of the ideal model. The principle of Galilei invariance introduces into consideration a set of 
frames of reference moving relative to each other rectilinearly and uniformly. The coordinates 
and time in two arbitrary frames of reference K(x, t) and i(li, i) moving at a relative speed V 
are related under the Galilei transformations by the equalities 
i=x-vt, 
t= t. (2) 
The invariance of equations (1) represented in the system K(x, t) with respect to the transfor- 
mations (2), means that equations (1) in the frame of reference &(k., i) have the form 
Here the density p and the density of entropy S as thermodynamic variables are taken to be , 
a invariant; & = i7j~;. The mass conservation laws from (1) and (3) taking into account (2), yield 
the impulse density transformation law 
j=pV+j. (4) 
Note that the impulse density transformation law does not depend on a concrete representation 
of j. In the one-velocity hydrodynamics, the density of impulse as an impulse of unit volume of 
the medium is determined in an arbitrary frame of reference by the formula 
j=pv, (5) 
and apparently, it satisfies the transformation (4) when (2) is satisfied. The bubble liquid in one- 
velocity approximation considered below is characterized by the impulse density structure (5) 
and the following form of the energy density 
E = E,(p, S, J, A) + $. 
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The internal energy E,(p, S, J, A) is a Galilei invariant, X and J are the Galilei invariants re- 
sponsible for the internal structure of the bubble medium. If formula (6) defines the internal 
energy of the unit volume, then taking into account (2), we obtain the energy transformation law 
EC? +B+Vj, (7) 
which does not depend on the character of the system being considered, i.e., it does not depend 
on definition (6). If we eliminate the relative velocity of movement of the frames of reference V 
from (B), then using the velocity transformation law 
v=v++, 
the following equality 
is obtained. It shows that the quantity E - j2/2p calculated in an arbitrary frame of reference 
is a Galilei invariant. For the impulse conservation law to be of invariant character, the tensor 
transformation law of impulse flow density must be obeyed: 
This relation is obtained as a result of the change of variables (2) in the impulse conservation 
laws. Eliminating the velocity V in (9), we see that the equality 
P P 
(10) 
which yields the form of the new Galilei invariant is valid. The transformation laws of entropy 
and bubble density determine the transformations of flows 
F=SV+I?, D=JV+D (11) 
and indicate the invariants related to them 
F-?j=$' 
P 
- !j = inv, D- sj =fi- $j=inv. (12) 
The energy conservation law also generates an invariant. Actually, the energy conservation laws 
from (1) and (3) determine the form of transformation of the energy flow 
+ vj > I vi + nkivk, (13) 
which, in its turn, in accordance with the above procedure, determines the invariant 
Qi_$ji_@-$)$-@ki-~)$. 
=~i-$j’-(6-~)$-(ir,i-~)%=inv. (14) 
Finally, we see, using formula (4), that the invariant 
j-pr=j'=inv (15) 
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exists. Formulae (4), (7), (g), (11) and (13) can be found in the monograph (31, and their 
connection with the Galilei invariance of equations (1) is shown in [4]. However, formulae (8)) (lo), 
(l2), and (14) were not presented, although they make it possible to show the unambiguousness 
of representation of the flows 
j=jO+pv, 
E=E,+$+vj”, 
in terms of the corresponding Galilei invariants [3]. If the one-velocity hydrodynamic model is 
considered, then calculation of the derivative ?& using (1) leads to the following result: 
ajo - 2 (j - pv) E 0. dt-at 
Thus, it should be taken in the one-velocity model, without loss of generality of the consideration, 
that j” 3 0. In this case, the form of the flows and energy is considerably simplified: 
,i =pv, F = Sv, D = Jv, 
E = Eo(p, S, J, A) + $, 
(17) 
C&=&p+ ($+Er++n;_uk. 
The flows (17), together with equations (l), determine the Galilei invariant one-velocity hydro- 
dynamics of the bubble medium. 
2. THE FIRST LAW OF 
THERMODYNAMICS FOR BUBBLE LIQUID 
To determine the invariant flows I&, Qz, it is necessary to know the first law of thermodynam- 
ics for bubble liquid. For this purpose, we consider a macroscopic medium closed with respect to 
mass and the number of bubbles, which contains N bubbles in the volume V varying with time 
in the process of uniform quasistatic deformation of the medium. Each bubble can be related to 
the part of the total volume 8 = V/N, in the center of which it is located. In the process of com- 
pression of the bubble system, variation of the total volume is by the variation of the volumes 0. 
The work is fulfilled by extraneous forces. The work of extraneous forces at the variation of the 
volume 0 is expressed by the known thermodynamic formula 
-P, d9. 
If J = N/V is the number of bubbles per unit volume, and E, is the internal energy of the unit 
volume, then the work in adiabatic conditions at the variation of the volume V is equal to 
dEo _ Jp de -% dJ 
dt= *z+Jdt. 
Here P, is the pressure providing compression of the volume B caused by the extraneous forces of 
hydrodynamic nature. We consider also that the work of extraneous forces is expended exclusively 
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for compression of a gas bubble. The work associated with the shearing strain of the liquid is 
ignored. In this case, the volume 13 can be considered a spherical particle of radius R,(t), in the 
center of which there is a gas spherical compressible bubble of radius R(t). The pressure P, is 
applied at the boundary R,(t). Note that the pressure P, is caused by the extraneous forces 
acting on the volume 8. These forces are of hydrodynamic character. We are far from relating 
this pressure to some pressure in the equations of transfer (1) or to the thermodynamic pressure 
characterizing the macroscopic volume element, as is often assumed in some works (see, for 
example, [l]). It is clear that such choice is unjustified if, we consider a limiting case of the 
system with high density of bubbles. In this case, in the system there exists pressure in a 
bubble, in the space outside the bubble, thermodynamic pressure in the equation of state, and 
the dynamic pressure in the impulse conservation law. There is no a priori choice, what pressure 
to use as the pressure providing execution of work on compression of the bubble. It will be seen 
further that this problem can be solved using the above remark on the hydrodynamic character 
of action on the system. Turning back to the bubble macroscopic medium which is quasistatically 
uniformly deformable, we note that the partial density of gas of the bubble medium is related to 
the density of gas in the bubble, the density of bubbles, and the radius of the bubble 
At uniform deformation associated with the macroscopic variation of & and J, we have 
Uniform deformation of a gas bubble is characterized by the condition 
~3& = __@A 
Pg 
(19) 
The point denotes time derivative. Consequently, uniform microscopic deformation of a gas 
bubble is related to the time variation of the macroscopic parameter of the system 
Let us consider the microscopic compression process of the volume 19 to determine additional 
degrees of freedom. This quasistatic deformation process is described by the system of reversible 
hydrodynamic equations. 
For the domain 0 5 T 5 R(t), v = (q,O,O), 
2 + f g (T2Vi) = 0, &Ii avi --+vi_&=-l!?&. 
Pg ar 
For the domain R(t) 5 r I: R,, v = (verO,O), 
-g(r2ve) =o, $+&fg L!$$ 
In the equations presented, vi, v, are the hydrodynamic velocities of the gas and liquid, pi, p,, 
pl, pg are the corresponding pressures and densities. The solutions have the form 
vi = ar, 
aR3 
?I,=-, 
r2 
a = a(t) = -bs 
3Pg ’ 
p, = Cc(t) + i (aR3) F - q, 
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The arbitrary functions of time Ci(t), Cc(t) are included into the pressures. One of them is 
determined from the pressure continuity condition at the interface r = R(t). After determining 
the function Cc(t), we obtain the formula 
determining pressure in the volume 0 occupied by the liquid. The function of time Ci(t) is 
determined by the character of external action in the process of compression of the volume 8. 
The latter formula makes it possible to determine the pressure P, in (18) 
p, = Ci(t) _ !%?.I$? _ g (aR3) g + q + i (aR3) $_ _ f!$!!_ (21) * * 
The deformation of the volume 8 is caused by compression of the gas bubble. This condition, as 
well as incompressibility of the liquid, lead to the equality R21? = Rz&. Taking into account 
that 4nRz/3 = J-l, we obtain 
J 
R3a = --, 
41rJ~ 
Formula (18) expresses relation of the microscopically varying quantities in the process of qua- 
sistatic compression of the volume 0 to the energy variation of the macroscopic system of vol- 
ume V. The above relations make it possible to transform (18) 
d& 
dt= $) (-f) f (-5) +AJ-‘g, (22) 
where A is an arbitrary function. If the macroscopic variables characterizing the quasistatic com- 
pression process of volume V is entered into the right-hand side of (22) instead of the microscopic 
variables, we obtain the internal energy variation of the macroscopic system 
dE, = ,“‘A gg (23) 
The energy variation (24) of the macroscopic system corresponds to the case of constant total 
mass of the liquid and gas in the system. On the contrary, if the radii R and R, do not vary in 
the process of deformation of the uniform deformable macroscopic bubble medium, the energy 
variation of the system has the form 
dE, =TdS+pdp+m& -p)dJ. (24) 
Here CL, p9 are chemical potentials; m = M,/N is the mass of insoluble gas bubble considered as 
a parameter of the problem. For an arbitrary case, formulae (23) and (24) should be combined 
d& =TdS+pdp+ 1 dJ+-& & (25) 
In the hydrodynamic theory, formula (25) must represent the first law of thermodynamics of the 
system being considered, and the expression dE, must be a total differential. The latter condition 
is the condition determining the hydrodynamic character of action on an isolated element of the 
medium and makes it possible to determine the unknown A 
dJ 
dX, (26) 
here m(p, - p) does not depend on X. The formula obtained represents the first law of thermo- 
dynamics for the bubble medium. The quantities R, R,, pg in formula (26) are functions of the 
parameters characterizing the state of the system 
pg=3m, 
4nR3 (27) 
The second formula is easily obtained if we note that M = Mg + Ml. 
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3. REVERSIBLE FLOWS 
Dependence of internal energy on thermodynamically nonequilibrium degrees of freedom makes 
it possible to obtain expressions for the reversible flows Q0 and III% using the conditions of 
consistency. We differentiate the expression for energy from (17) with respect to time and use 
formula (27) 
dEo =TdS+pdp+adJ+yXdX, 
We obtain the linear relation of the time derivatives 
We substitute, instead of the time derivatives, the corresponding derivatives from the conservation 
laws (1) and take into account that 
ax akrrk 
- = -aj (vkakvj) - aj-l-. at P 
As a result of minor transformations, we obtain the equality 
aj [Q; - (-a i- 2% + pp + d) Vi + r&Vk] 
= V (-svT - pvp - JvO + -+vx + vp) + Vjak (nyk - @jjk) 
+ rxaj aknI% - + $IajVkakVi, 
P 
(29) 
which must be satisfied identically, because the energy conservation law in hydrodynamics is 
identical consequence of the conservation laws from (1). If we introduce the notations 
bk = p6ik + Tik, p=-Eo+TS+pp+crJ, 
the expression obtained is simplified: 
akzk a&y = -TkjajVk + TxajVkakVj + -gaj----- 
P 
+ rxa,$L 
This expression must be transformed under the sign of divergence identically without loss of the 
Galilei invariance by the choice of the tensor Tik and the vector Q”. The tensor T+k for the 
isotropic ideal medium must have the diagonal form 
Tik = -t&k. 
In this case, the identity is transformed 
Assuming the presence of passage to the limit of the Euler system of equations (at 7 --) 0), we 
determine 
x 
t - P = -x _ ai (ai(yx)jpj (P + YbkakVi) . 
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As a result, we obtain the form of invariant part of the density tensor for the impulse flow 
as well as the invariant energy flow for the bubble medium 
Q; = Tai(yx) - $a+ -p). 
Thus, the total system of differential equations of motion of bubble liquid is derived unambigu- 
ously 
ap z +divpv = 0, $ + div Jv = 0, g+divSv=O, 
aPvi 
x +ak 
x 
@hVk + 
x - 8, (ajhw4 
(P + Ya&&+) 6ik 1 (30) = 0. 
The system of equations must be closed by the equation of state (26). 
4. DISSIPATIVE BUBBLE MEDIUM 
In the hydrodynamic description of condensed media, equations of ideal hydrodynamics (30) 
form the basis for the introduction of thermodynamic irreversibility into the equations of motion. 
The irreversible motion is associated with the appearance of irreversible flows in the conservation 
laws 
dJ 
z+div(D+L) =o, 
$ + ak (IIjk + Kik) = 0, 
g+div(Q+W)=O, 
and of the entropy production in the right-hand side of the equation of entropy transfer 
as 
%+div (F+s-;L) =$. 
The reversible flows D, &k, Q, F are determined by formulae (17). The mass conservation law 
ap at + divj = 0, 
does not allow introduction of the irreversible flow, because Galilei invariance of the equations is 
disturbed in its presence. The equations must preserve the Galilei invariance and, moreover, they 
must provide local obedience of the first law of thermodynamics (27). Repeating the procedure 
of combination of the conservation laws, we obtain the relation 
ai wi - rikvk - qi - ‘akrik + +@hrik 
P P 1 
=-~-~‘YT-L*O~-~ikak[vi-~], 
which must be satisfied identically. The formula presented determines the irreversible energy flow 
and the dissipative function 
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In accordance with the Curie Theorem, the diagonal part 
*ik = & + a&k, 
must be isolated in the symmetric tensor Aik. 
After this, the dissipative function is transformed to the form 
& R=-$VT-LTV;--2- &Wi+&Wk-idivwbik 
> 
-adivw, 
w=v-iV(ydivv), 
P 
which makes it possible to use the Curie Theorem 
q = -TpnVT - Tpi$, 
L=_EVT_%Vz 
T T T’ 
Aik = -7 
c 
&Wi •k &wk - i div W&k , 
a = -cdivw. 
Here (pii, (~22, (~12 = (~21, 7, C are kinetic coefficients. Thus, the total system of equations of the 
bubble liquid is determined 
g+divpv=O, g fdiv (Jv- !?$VT_!%V;) =o, 
~‘psr-~prr VT+ %p22-p12 VE 
) CT2 > Tl 
_ p; (VT)2+ p12;q21 VTVF+F (VG)‘+$, ~kW~+a.Wk-~divw~ik)2+~div2w, 
< div wsik e%) 7 + ak Pivk + x (P + Yqh%dJJ,) 
X - aj (aj(YX)lP) 
&k - r] &wi + &Wk - i divw&k 
> 
- 
The system is closed by the equation of state (26). 
5. SMALL HARMONIC OSCILLATIONS 
OF THE BUBBLE MEDIUM 
For the analysis of the character of small oscillations in the bubble medium in equations (30), 
it is convenient to pass on to the variables related to the unit mass, and to replace the impulse 
conservation law by the equation for the velocity v 
$+divpv=O, $+vvi=o, $+vvs=o, 
2 + VkakVi + f & 
J+ 1 (31) x - a, (% (Yx)lP) (P + YQJ&V,) = 0. 
Here the entropy s = S/p and the density i = J/p are related to the unit mass. For the energy 
of the unit mass e = E,/p, the equation of state 
de= ’ ?dp+Tds+crdi+ edX, 
P (32) 
p= -Eo +TS+j~p+aJ=p(p,s,i,X~), 
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follows from (28). We are interested in small oscillations of the density, pressure 
P = PO + Pl (PI K PO) , P=Po+Pl(Pl <PO), 
as well as velocities near the state of equilibrium with the parameters pO, i,, so, p0 = p,(p,,, i,, so). 
Small oscillations are described by the linearized system of equations 
%+p.divv=O, 
y. XWiaiX - akXaiaiX Ek+- A 
PZ (A - (ro/Po)&&X)2 ( p ’ +pl_p kL+?E ok PZ X - (ro/po)WiX > (33) 
PO B x &Lo 
+Z (A - (yo/Po)aiaix)2 + X - (ro/Po)aiaix PO 
, 
and are accompanied by the constant values of so, i,. In equations (33), 
X = divv, PI = 3% (Por~orSo)P1, 
ah 
73 = if3 (po,io,so)p~, 
ah 
A = (~~71 - “fop1) &&A + 2poaiylaix - 7oaiXaipl + pJa&yl, 
B = (POX - %Pi) (xakaiaix - ak%$x) + f&~&71&&~ - ~o~akpl&&~ 
+ %dai@ak71 + 2poxdi71didkx - -&&ipl&akx 
- %~ai~aiakPl + %dkmdipl + po~2akai&yl - 2podk~di~diyl. 
We determine the character of harmonic oscillations 
(v, PI) = (+, PdexpW -4, i2 = -1, (34) 
in system (33). Substituting (34) into (33), and using the conditions of consistency of the system 
of algebraic equations, which determines pre-exponential multipliers, we obtain the dispersion 
relation 
~+Z%Sk) (1+7~;2,pO~2-(1+y~k2,p.)~=0. (35) 
Equation (35) determines the phase velocities w/k of two waves. It is appropriate to isolate two 
frequencies of natural oscillations 
which are determined by the parameters of the system in thermodynamic equilibrium (the zero 
index is omitted). The function 7 has the form (see (28)) 
The expression for y is obtained from (28) using (27), from which it also follows that 
R3=l_P, 
R3 o<p<p*. * P* 
The small parameter p,/2pl in this case is ignored. The density values of the bubble medium 
close to pa at a fixed value of the density of bubbles are considered to correspond to small bubbles. 
On the contrary, the density value p < p+ characterizes the system with large bubbles. On the 
interval [0, p*), the function y is a positive, increasing function of p/p,. Practically, in the whole 
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Figure 1. Velocity of the wave ul/c as function W/WI at wz/wl = 0.7. 
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Figure 2. Velocity of the wave q/c as function W/WI at wz/wl = 1.45. 
range of bubble sizes, with the exception of “large” bubbles, the function UP takes positive values 
and is a monotonically increasing function of density. The initial interval [0, 0.2p/p,] refers to 
especially large bubbles. The hydrodynamics of such systems must be investigated separately 
taking into account the effects of surface tension. Thus, the ranges of density values considered 
from the interval (0.2p+, p*) determine, from (35), the phase velocities of wave propagation 
which correspond to two longitudinal oscillations. 
The velocity of the first wave ui is a decreasing frequency function. If w~/wi 5 d, the 
spectrum of undamped oscillations corresponds to the interval [0, w,] (see Figure 1) with 
Ul(W = 0) = c, w*=w2 l-D, 
\i 
4 Ui(W = w,) = 0. 
1 
The ratio of frequencies w+/wi is determined by the ratio wz/wi 
W* -=- w2 +&, 
Wl Wl d 1 
from which it follows that w* 5 WI. At ws/wi > fi the velocity ui on the whole interval [0, wl] 
cannot vanish. We have for this case (see Figure 2) 
Ul(W = 0) = c, Ui(W = Wi) = Ul,min = c 
\i 
1 w: 
5 - -J. 
2 
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Figure 3. Velocity of the wave uz/c as function W/WI at wz/wi = 1.76. 
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Figure 4. Velocity of the wave uz/c as function w/w1 at ws/wi = 3.16. 
The velocity 2~2 of the second wave is an increasing frequency function. At fi < WZ/W~ < 2, the 
spectrum of undamped oscillations of this wave corresponds to the interval [w*, WI] (see Figure 3)) 
with 
u2(w = 
w,) 
= c J - 4 - 1, 
2wf 
u2(w = WI) = c \i 1 - WI 
5 --iJ. 2 
At the value w2/w1 > 2, the velocity u2 increases on the interval [0, WI] (see Figure 4) from 
u2(w=0)=0to 
In the domain wz/wl < 4, there is no second wave. 
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